The impingement of sprays onto walls and liquid films occurs in many engineering applications There is a great interest in reliable predictions of the outcome of spray/wall interaction. Numerical simulations of this phenomenon are based on impingements models, which have their origins in experimental investigations of the process. They are aimed at accurately describing important parameters such as deposition rate of the liquid on the wall or characteristics of the splashed fraction -velocity, size and flux of the drops in the secondary spray. Of all existing measurement techniques, the phase Doppler technique is probably the most suitable one to acquire the necessary data with sufficient accuracy and resolution. When applying the phase Doppler technique to characterize spray/wall impingement, the measurement volume is usually placed immediately above the wall surface. The in-going droplets are then distinguished from outgoing droplets through the sign of the velocity component normal to the wall. The wall reference area of the detected drops can be determined analysing the drop trajectories. If the tangential velocity of the drops is significant or if the wall surface is curved, the total wall reference area of the detected drops can be rather large. Since the spray is not uniform, the distribution of the detected drops is partially determined by their distribution over the wall reference area. In such situation the analysis of spray impact requires additional efforts, which are described in this paper. In this study an appropriate evaluation procedure is introduced and described in detail.
Introduction
Spray/wall impact plays a significant role in many industrial applications, e.g. in coating, cooling electrical devices or in direct-injection engines, where it may lead to increased emissions. Due to the large number of influencing parameters on the outcome of spray/wall impact, a comprehensive physical understanding is still lacking for many practical situations and recourse is made to a numerical treatment of the problem, with phenomenological models used to replace the lacking physics. These models, implemented into Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes, commonly treat the spray/wall impact as a superposition of single drop impingements, see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , although drop/drop interactions and especially wall/liquid film interactions are known to be decisive in determining overall impact behaviour, cf. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Experimental data are therefore essential to formulate and improve these models for particular cases.
To contribute to model formulation, experimental studies of spray/wall impact must capture a number of fundamental quantities, including a characterisation of secondary (post-impingement) to primary (pre-impingement) spray in terms of drop diameters, wall-normal and wall-tangential velocity components, and either drop mass or number density/flux. Almost without alternative, the phase Doppler measurement technique is the only means to obtain this data. The phase Doppler technique is a point-wise measurement technique, extendable to up to three velocity components and valid for the measurement of spherical particles/droplets [14] . In contrast to its usage in free sprays, employing the phase Doppler technique for spray/wall impact studies demands a discrimination between the primary and secondary sprays contributions, hence a conditional sampling of the results, at least in the post-processing stage. However a further aspect must also be considered, which to date has not been explicitly identified or studied. The difficulty arises due to the finite distance between the measurement volume and the impact surface. Whereas models for simulations are applied at the surface, measurements are taken a small distance from the surface. Therefore, depending on the trajectory of the in-going (primary) or out-going (secondary) droplets, the data collected by the phase Doppler instrument may correspond to droplets associated with different positions on the surface. In the present study this effect is demonstrated to be substantial, and careful consideration of the drop trajectory must be made in the processing stage.
This experimental arrangement and equipment is outlined in Section 2. Section 3 discusses some fundamental questions regarding the data treatment and recommends an appropriate data evaluation procedure to achieve bias free estimates of flux. Sections 4-6 add further details on the measurement of distributions and flux densities and Section 7 summarizes the overall conclusions. However, already at this stage, it is perhaps appropriate to mention that this aspect of treating spray/wall impingement data is equally applicable to numerical simulations, in which the wallnearest point on a computational grid, may also have to consider the projection of drops onto their point of contact on the surface.
Experimental Set-Up

Phase Doppler measurement system
The experimental set-up used in this study is presented pictorially in Fig. 1 , showing a hollowcone spray impinging onto a hemispherical target and a two-velocity component phase Doppler instrument to measure velocity and size of individual droplets. A dual phase Doppler system from Dantec Dynamics is employed with laser wavelengths λ green = 514:5nm and λ blue = 488 nm. The Doppler frequency and the phase shift are used to determine the perpendicular velocity components U1, V1, see Figure 2 , and the drop diameter D respectively, cf. [14] . U1 and V1 both lie in the measurement plane which is spanned by target and injector axes. The third orthogonal velocity component is assumed to be zero due to the rotationally symmetric spray used 
Spray facility and measurement procedure
A target in form of a hemisphere with radius R 0 = 2cm is chosen. This geometry allows measurement of two perpendicular velocity components very close to the surface. The hemisphere resides on top of a cylinder with the same radius and 8 cm height.
The dense hollow cone spray of a piezoelectric, outward opening injector is considered. This type of injectors is applied e.g. in direct-injection Otto engines due to its fast opening/closing mechanism and high, stable spray quality. Isooctane C 8 H 18 at 25°C and a pressure of 50 bar is injected with a stationary mass flux of 19.4 g/s. The cone angle amounts to 97.1° and the alignment of the injector relative to the target is such that the main impact occurs at Θ 0 ≈ 45°, see 
Fundamental Questions and Recommended Evaluation Procedure
On a plane target geometry is it easy to measure directly wall-normal and wall-tangential velocity components, designated here as U2 and V2. For a curved target the measured velocity components U1 and V1 are not directly applicable to description of the spray/wall interaction since the direction of the normal vector in this case depends on the impact position. The data evaluation must therefore involve a transformation from U1, V1 to U2, V2. Moreover, data at one single MP i alone cannot provide sufficient information about the spray impact. For instance, in order to obtain adequate spatial resolution, the evaluation has to combine data from an entire grid of measurement points, exemplarily shown in Fig. 4 . The positions of the grid points may vary significantly, which raises three fundamental questions about the overall procedure:
• Is the finite spatial extent of the impact area decisive or can it be treated as a point impact under certain conditions, using a single coordinate transformation for all detected droplets? • Is the distance d i of the measurement point to the target surface significant or can it be neglected in the range of the overall error? In other words, is it permissible to assume that the wall contact points of all drops measured at an arbitrary MP i coincide with the projection of the measurement point orthogonally onto the target surface? • How is the fact that only discrete positions are measured to be dealt with, i.e. is an interpolation required? This issue is particularly important for the consideration of flux densities. In the following, these issues are studied by stepwise increasing the accuracy of the data analysis. Further details are given in Mühlbauer [16] .
Influence of the spatial extent of the impact area
A first approximation treats all detected droplets as though they impact (primary) or originate (secondary) on a point directly below the measurement point, projected orthogonally from the surface. This assumes that the value of d i = 2mm is negligible, i.e. the measurement point is located directly on the surface. This is the usual approximation used in the past and also in numerical simulations based on empirical impingement models. For the present purposes this approach is termed evaluation level 1. The coordinate system defining U2 and V2 applies to all droplets equally and corresponds to the central impact point at Θ 0 . Θ 0 is deduced from the injector-target alignment and the known spray cone angle. Drops with U2 < 0 are declared as primary, those with U2 > 0 as secondary drops, see figure 5 . The detected sample number for primary and secondary drops for the respective ,Θ i of every MP i is now examined. The positions of the main peaks of primary and secondary drops do not coincide with the expected Θ 0 ≈ 45°. A minimum of primary drops around the expected central impact region and a high number of primary drops in the outer regions are completely implausible. The explanation of this apparent anomaly, in agreement with high-speed images, is that secondary drops are sometimes being assigned as primary drops, as outlined in Figure 7 , especially if they are moving close to tangentially along the surface. This observation shows that the assumptions associated with evaluation level 1 are not valid in this case. 
Influence of the finite distance d i
In a next step, the coordinate systems defining U2 and V2 are set up at the individual Θ i of every measurement point, cf. Figure 8 . The distance d i is still ignored. The maximal sample number of primary drops is now correctly found near the expected Θ 0 ≈ 45°, see Figure 9 . The finite width of the peak is another indication that the assumption of a point-like spray impact area for evaluation level 1 does not hold. The false classification of secondary drops as primary drops is now avoided. The distribution of secondary drop sample numbers also looks plausible, at least at first glance. It is symmetric about Θ 0 , as expected for an almost normal impact. However, it exhibits a minimum in the central impact region, which cannot be correct. The distance d i is still assumed negligible and the wall contact point of all drops measured at the same MP i are approximated at (R 0 , Θ 0 ), i.e. at the orthogonal projection of MP i onto the surface. If this were correct, primary drops and their associated secondary drops should be assigned to approximately the same Θ i , and the distributions of their sample numbers should more or less be the same. As this is not observed it is apparent that the assumption of a negligible d i is invalid and this would bias subsequent estimations. 
Recommended evaluation procedure
The preceding sections have shown that both the finite extent of the impact area as well as the small distance d i between the measurement points and the target surface have to be taken into account for a reliable data evaluation. The following general procedure is therefore proposed.
Each drop j is projected from its MP i along its trajectory onto the surface, using the two available velocity components, see Figure 10 . At its wall contact point CP j , a local, individual coordinate system is established. Each drop measured at the same MP i has therefore, a different wall contact point -the assignment of a drop is no longer to a measurement point (MP) but to a contact point (CP). Therefore, it also no longer makes sense to plot sample numbers for every MP i . Instead, the target surface must to be divided into several small panels, called angular bins in the following. For a locally restricted spray, like the hollow-cone spray used in the present investigation, the angular bins should be oriented around the main impact area. The mean wall contact point of all primary drops should define the center of the central bin. Further bins are to be evenly spaced around the central bin. Hence, every CP j is fully described by one coordinate Θ con,j , and the angular bins can be reduced to Θ-ranges. The value for the angular bin size can in principle be chosen freely, but a sensitivity analysis should be performed. For very small values compared to the area between neighbouring MP i , mean values of U2, V2, drop diameter etc. per angular bin may fluctuate considerably because too few drops are sorted into certain bins. For very large angular bins, spatial information is lost. No "correct" value of the bin size exists and in the end the choice is a matter of statistics. An intuitive and reasonable choice can be to demand the same resolution on the surface than the original measurement grid provided at a distance d i away. For the example measurements in this study a Θ-bin width of δΘ = 10° has been used. This processing procedure is designation evaluation level 3.
Using this procedure, very plausible results are obtained from the same experimental data set used above for the evaluation levels 1 and 2. The sample number versus the mean wall contact point Θ con,10 per Θ-bin is shown in Figure 11 . The wall contact points of the secondary drops now coincide well with those of the primary drops and with the main impact region. The symmetric distributions of primary and secondary drops around Θ 0 also meet the expectations of a normal spray impact in this case. For every angular bin, drop distributions, as well as estimates for U2, V2, drop diameter (D) etc. and flux densities can now be calculated and used for modelling. The following sections provide further details of these estimators.
Approximating Distributions
For accurate modelling, the distributions for U2, V2, and D per angular bin n should be documented and expressed in terms of some fitted probability density function pdf k,bin n (X) to represent the spray characteristics. The index k is used to distinguish between primary and secondary drops. Which functional form is used for the probability density function is not always clear and often this is chosen by a trial-and-error procedure [17] . Most theoretical studies concerning expected size distributions indicate that a gamma function is appropriate when drops form from ligament breakup from a liquid sheet or for drops impacting onto a pool or colliding with other drops [18] , [19] , [20] .
Many very simplified models for numerical simulation are only interested in mean or most likely (best) values of the various quantities. But even in this case it is essential to consider the underlying, measured drop distributions first. Mean values alone do not contain all information from the data and the same mean value can be obtained from entirely different distributions, cf. [17] . Some examples of this will now be illustrated. Figure 12 shows the distribution of the wall-tangential velocity component V2 of secondary drops in the central Θ-bin. All drop trajectories are in principle possible, due to surface roughness, drop/drop and drop/wall film interactions. In this case, V2 exhibits an almost symmetrical, bimodal distribution (in contrast to the wall-normal velocity component with one maximum). The drop exit velocity (V2) is not broadly distributed in all directions, but two main directions are clearly defined. The histogram therefore reveals that the use of one mean value for V2 can be completely misleading, as it would predict erroneously an approximately zero tangential velocity in the central impact region. Instead, secondary drops reflected towards the outside and towards the inside of the spray cone have to be distinguished in this case, and separate mean values should be calculated, see Figure 13 . Of course, a distinction of two secondary distribution modes is specific to this particular measurement, yet the discussion makes clear that the histograms bear very important information which must be accounted for even if only integral mean values are of interest.
Determination of best estimates
In order to quickly compare different measurements with varying settings, best estimates for any scalar quantity X are indispensible. Arithmetic means provide a very simple estimate:
signifies the summation over all drops i of direction k in the Θ -bin n . For the example measurement three values of k have to be distinguished: 1 = k for primary drops and 3 , 2 = k for secondary drops (drops reflected to the outside/inside of the spray hollow cone). Much more reliable values could be calculated using the respective distribution function, if they were available, cf. [14] :
with a and b being integers. However, the determination of ) ( , X pdf n bin k is tedious and presupposes an automatic procedure which is seldom available. Therefore, another definition of best estimate is proposed in the following, which is then adapted to spray/wall interactions and includes additional weighting and correction factors; hence it is more refined than simple arithmetic averaging.
Correction factor for multiple or non-validated drops in the detection volume
If two or more drops pass simultaneously through the probe volume (a MP i ), their overlapping signals are registered as one event by the phase Doppler instrument and the measurement is probably rejected by the validation procedure of the system. Drops with a diameter below the detection threshold of the system are not counted at all. Hence, the number of validated signals A , is given in detail in [21] and [14] .
For spray/wall interaction studies the spatial uncertainty is not required at the measurement position but on the target surface. Hence, . Every drop can contribute to the means of several bins. Note that the bin in which CP i is located has not necessarily coincide with the bin where the weight of the considered drop is maximal because CP i is usually not at the center of the uncertainty area on a curved surface.
Final definition of mean values
Using the correction and weighting factors above, mean values per surface bin ( Θ -bin) can be defined as follows:
with integers b a, . The relative difference to pure arithmetic means with = a 1, = b 0 can amount to several percent, especially far removed from the central impact area.
Restriction to numerical modeling
Depending on the level of resolution, limitations on numerical spray/wall interaction models can sometimes be imposed. In a Lagrangian approach, spray drops are represented by a limited number of drop parcels. An interaction between parcels is seldom implemented in codes. This implies that the parcels ignore each other during wall impact and do not know if they impact in the central region or on the borders. In this case, the spatial resolution resulting from the data evaluation cannot be invoked into a spray/wall impact model intended for simulations.
In a first attempt to consolidate the best estimates which have been considered for every surface bin so far to one representative value per quantity, the averages obtained in the central impact bin could be used. Yet, this is also not reasonable because drops are distributed over a certain area with non-constant properties. Since the properties of all drops are to be represented by their mean values it is therefore recommended to sum up all measured primary and secondary drops over the different bins. Means are then defined analogously to Eq. 4 except that sums run over all drops of one direction k , not only over those of a single bin: The same approach can be applied to drop distributions, see Section 4.
Definition of flux densities
To conclude the evaluation procedure, mass and number ratios of secondary to primary drops, an essential part of modelling, are still to be determined. Their declaration is connected to the general definition of flux densities. For free spray propagation, the flux density of an arbitrary scalar quantity X can be written as: see [14, 21] . meas t denotes the total measurement time and i e r is a unit vector pointing in the direction of the drop velocity. The sum includes all validated samples i . The flux density in a specific direction γ e r becomes
